100                                        ATTRACTIONS.                                [ART. 200
u = c tan 0.    Since the limits of 0 are 0 and JTT, those of u are 0 and oo .    Substituting, we find
where the integration on the left side extends over the whole surface of the ellipsoid.
rrlnt (a* + u$(b* + u)*(-* ' -Kl> We find /        that the potential of a thick homoeoid is
The potential of a thin homoeoid is V = \M. . J, where, in each "case, M is the mass of the attracting body.
It follows that the integral I may also be defined as the ratio of the internal potential of a thin homoeoid to half its mass. If the homoeoid represent an electrical stratum 2// is the capacity.
/        *            199.    Since the first integration in Art. 197 has been made
,/   •     with regard to <£ it is evident that we may introduce any function
;           of 0 as a factor without disturbing the argument.    We therefore
have
cos2
Since w = c tan 0 and z = r cos 5, this gives J>2do> = — 27ra6c . c -p,
where  the  integrations  extend over the whole  surface  of the ellipsoid.
The polar equation of the ellipsoid is
Differentiating Jr2dw = Mirabel with regard to c, we have    jV4?i2<ico=7ra&c8   ^  • , with similar expressions for Jr*Z2dw and Jr47?i3dw.
2OO.   Ex. 1.   Prove ^2f^v'ihdw = - ""   ~iLL_i^—^1 , where (X, p, v)
the direction cosines of a radius vector, ?i =/+<y 4-/i, and L (/) stands for the quotient of all the natural numbers up to 2/ by the product of the same numbers up to /, both included. A short proof is given in the author's Rigid Dynamics, Yol. i. Art. 9.
Ex. 2.    Show that the integral J,  and therefore the potential F, may be
expressed as an elliptic integral.   Thus       1= —^—

